
TH - Top of head
EB - eyebrow
SE - side of eye
UE - under eye
UN - under nose
C - chin
CB - collar bone
UA - under arm

Karate Chop>> even though I have a lot of expenses right now, I
deeply and completely love and accept myself. (3x)

MONEY TAPPING

Round 1 - LIMITING BELIEF/FEAR

TH: I feel like I don’t trust myself to surrender and channel completely.

EB: I’m nervous.

SE: I’m nervous about all of my expenses

UE: What if I don’t profit in my business

UN: What if my income goes down

C: What if I freeze and get so scared about my expenses

CB: What if I can’t make my income go up

UA: What if I drown in all of my expenses

DEEP BREATH

Round 2 I WANT TO FEEL

TH: I want to effortlessly call in money from everywhere with ease

EB: I want to know that money is always trying to find its way to me. I just
have to trust it and let it come to me

SE: I want to see my bank account grow effortlessly every damn day because
it’s LIMITLESS.

UE: I want to feel like $10,000+ months are my new normal



UN: I want to feel like I’m always in OVERFLOW and I receive MORE THAN
ENOUGH ALWAYS, Excess and overflow are STANDARD

C: I want to harness my powers and create epic shit. I want to TRUST MYSELF
and trust that what I create is pure magic

CB: I want to be an open channel to the universe. I want the magic of the
universe to flood through me and UNLEASH. I want to trust it.

UA: I want to feel like it’s easy to make $10,000 months

DEEP BREATH

Round 3 I ALLOW MYSELF TO FEEL

TH: I allow myself to show up online effortlessly and speak my truth and
people love it and want to pay to be in my energy

EB: I allow myself to see that money is flowing to me ALL THE TIME. I am here
to receive it because I’m worthy

SE: I allow myself to feel powerful and be in PLEASURE. Money loves that and
rewards me ALL the time.

UE: I allow myself to feel worthy. My energy is so contagious and I allow myself
to attract amazing people. I am a magnet for my soulmate clients.

UN: I allow myself to have fun in my business and business is SO easy.  I TRUST
MYSELF and I TRUST THE UNIVERSE and $10,000 months are my new normal.

C: I allow myself to believe that MY BANK ACCOUNT IS LIMITLESS. MY LIFE IS
LIMITLESS. Overflow is standard.

CB: I allow the universe to channel through me and give me guidance. I trust
my intuition and I follow it because I’m a powerful manifestor.

UA: I allow myself to be an energetic match for $10,000+ months.

DEEP BREATH

Round 4 FEELING the positive belief

TH: I am an energetic match for $10,000 months. It’s already done in the
quantum. Of course it’s on its way. $10,000 is my new energetic setpoint.



EB: FUCK YES ENERGY CLIENTS are coming to me every day asking how they
can work with me and pay me. People chase me down. People love to pay
me.

SE: Overflow is normal. I always receive more than enough. I earn and receive
way more than is needed.

UE: The money is coming. More is coming. More and more and more is
coming. It’s mine. The HOW is not my responsibility.

UN: I am an energetic match for OVERFLOW. I am worthy to receive MORE
THAN ENOUGH with ease.

C: My programs always sell out with ease and dream clients are always
coming to me for my energy. People come to me asking how they can pay
me. I receive money in all different ways.

CB: My success is inevitable. My life is limitless. I am limitless. Overflow is
standard.

UA: Money is flowing to me and clients are flowing to me and creativity is
flowing to me. It just keeps getting better and better and better.

DEEP BREATH


